Hello.
Thanks for clicking download!
I’m tickled pink you want to know
more about how to keep promises and
achieve a brand that sticks.
I’d love to nd out about you and
your hopes for the event.
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Let’s Talk.

M

Michel Hogan
Brand Counsel

For over two decades, Michel has
helped people make promises they
can keep and keep the promises they
make to achieve a brand that sticks.
As Brand Counsel, Michel wants to show
that what people do is more important
than their name or logo. End the costly
"branding cycle" where people fall into
the gap between a story and the reality
of their experience. A gap which
destroys long-term value.
Michel is known for her lively, provocative
delivery, going outside the usual brand
speak to deliver practical advice from

From the boardroom to back office and
C-Suite to customers, her message blasts
people beyond the role they think a
brand plays. So whether they are laying
the foundations for shiny new ventures,
responding to changes in the marketplace
or in the process of re-inventing themselves, they are equipped for success.
Michel has spent 30 years working
alongside organisations big and small.
She’s a well-respected thinker, speaker
and writer of 500+ articles. Including 11
years writing weekly for SmartCompany,
Australia’s premier online publisher
for growth businesses.

We go back to Michel time and time again
for REMIX… she’s fantastic.
Peter, Co-founder, REMIX Summits

the trenches. A trailblazing voice on how
to unleash unheroic work to make the
most out of your purpose and values,
Michel gets audiences to sit up in their
seats and leaves them walking away
ready to implement her ideas.
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Michel is also the author of two books –
Between Making Money and World
Peace and The Unheroic Work.

Watch Michel in action
(coming soon)

Trailblazing
thinking
about how
to unleash
promises in
people’s
unheroic
work.

Brand is a result of the promises you keep.
Michel Hogan, Brand Counsel

Why Michel
•

•

•

•

Provocative thinking that will
transform how people think about
the role their brand plays
Shine a light on organisation’s
unheroic work where purpose and
values fail and promises get kept …
or broken
Compelling, punchy stories from the
trenches that cut through and go
beyond ‘heard it before’ business
and brand memes
Practical ideas anyone in the
organisation can immediately
implement – board room to backof ce, and C-suite to frontlines

•

A formula for action that adds value
across the organisation every day

•

Generous and easy to work with,
leaving no detail undone

Unleashing using promises as a
superpower people learn:
• How to push their purpose into the
corners of their organisation
• How they reveal their values in every
move they make
• How that thing they thought wasn’t a
promise actually is a promise. And
how to repair broken promises the
right way
• How experience makes them the
keeper of their brand result, whatever
their role
• Why brand is not a to do list item, but
a result of everything they do

Michel was a pleasure
to work with…”
Racheal Whiting,
CEO Business Centre Pilbara
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The keynote: Keep your promises and
achieve a brand that sticks.
Come into a mind shift where people’s everyday unheroic work is where the
organisation’s purpose and values come to life, how promises are kept, and
what ultimately results in a brand.
What matters most and how it shows up in WHAT people do is more important than
any name or logo.
The underlying misconception sends people plummeting into a chasm where the
reality of people's experience breaks promises and destroys long-term value.
Discover a simple formula for pushing the identity found in purpose and values into
the corners of actions and decisions. So brand becomes an ongoing achievement
that results from everything people do.
Unafraid to say, "The brand has no clothes", Michel inspires people to unleash
the hidden potential of their unheroic work and achieve a new way of thinking
about brand.
This talk is packed with indispensable ideas born from her 30 years in the eld
working with big and small organisations, and honed over 500+ articles thinking
out loud about the true nature of how brands are built.

(coming soon)

Key Themes

Professional associations, general
business events and corporates.

•

This keynote focuses on how people
can unleash their promises in the
unheroic work of their enterprise —
to achieve a brand that sticks.
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Watch Michel in action

Ideal for

•
•
•
•

Purpose and values
Keeping promises
Experience
Culture and trust
Brand

Get in touch.
People sat up in
their seats…”

Talk to Michel about your next event.
See how Michel can help people unleash their
unheroic work and achieve a brand that sticks.
Contact Michel directly or visit speaking.michelhogan.com
61 431 377 508
hello@michelhogan.com

Luke,
Attendee, REMIX Summit

Speaking Clients
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